Meeting Minutes January 10th, 2013

Attendees:

James Stout, Kyle Norris, Elise Williams, Kim Weismann, Maren Furuseth, Steven Grunenwald, Lynne Raymond

- January 27th, 2014 minutes approved, Jim moved, Kyle seconded, motion carried.
- Kyle gave update on logistics for upcoming musical guests.
- Final revisions were made to Fall schedule 2014.
- Discussed “Master Moodle Shells”.
- Lynne Raymond requested that Drawing II have a pre-requisite of Drawing I. There was consensus from the group.
- Social Work update. Meeting with Minot State about bringing a Social Work program to WSC went well.
- Discussed some ideas about an Assessment Plan: using portfolios as a way to assess student learning, possibly creating a ½ credit capstone course, etc.
- Discussed budget (still frozen).
- Kim will get clarification on the status of the Performing Arts Center.
- Meeting ended at 4:42.
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